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ABSTRACT 

Damage monitoring under time-varying structural boundary condition is one of the 

most difficult tasks in piezoelectric transducers (PZTs) and Lamb wave based SHM 

methods for engineering applications. Because the structural boundary changes such as 

variations in the tightness of bolts between structures can lead to false monitoring 

result even the structure is in health state. This paper proposes a Lamb wave based on-

line continuous updating Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to study the problem. Based 

on the baseline GMM constructed by features of Lamb wave signals in structural 

health state, an on-line continuous updating GMM is studied to learn the dynamic 

changes of Lamb wave monitoring signals without any prior knowledge of damage 

patterns. The Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence is used as a degradation index to 

estimate the structural damage by measuring the difference between the baseline GMM 

and the on-line GMM. The proposed method is validated on an aircraft steel beam. The 

validation results show that the method is effective for bolt hole crack growth 

monitoring under the time-varying changes in the tightness degree of the bolts. 

KEYWORDS : structural health monitoring, Lamb wave, Gaussian mixture model , time-

varying structural boundary condition  

INTRODUCTION 

Among the existing SHM methods for aerospace structures, much attention has been paid to 

piezoelectric transducers (PZTs) and Lamb wave based SHM method because this method is 

regional monitoring, sensitive to inner small damage of structures, and can both be applied for 

damage and impact monitoring [1]. Most of the current PZTs and Lamb wave based SHM methods 

depend on the Lamb wave baseline signal acquired in the health state of the structure. And then, 

Lamb wave monitoring signals can be acquired on-line when the structure is in service. The state of 

the structure can be determined by using some SHM algorithms [2-7] to measure the difference 

between the Lamb wave baseline signal and the Lamb wave monitoring signals. Such a process can 

be implemented well in laboratory for the steady structural boundary condition.  

The variations of Lamb wave properties can be a result of time-varying condition, such as 

environmental condition, operational condition and structural boundary condition [8-9]. 

Environmental condition includes temperature, humidity and noises, etc, while operational 

conditions includes random dynamic load, operation speed, vibration, etc. Structural boundary 

condition is often referred to structural surroundings or connection condition, such as variations of 

bolts tightness degree, thermal expansion and changes of connections between structures. The effect 

of structural boundary condition variation can be considered as two aspects. The first aspect is that 

the boundary reflections in Lamb wave signals are changed. This effect can be restrained by direct 

wave extraction. But for complex aircraft structures, the boundary reflections and the direct wave 

are often mixed together and hard to be separated. The second aspect is that the structural dynamic 
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response is changed. As a type of ultrasonic wave propagating on the structure, the dynamic 

response of Lamb wave is changed correspondly. 

The problem of damage monitoring under time-varying structural boundary condition has 

become one of the obstacles for deploying a PZTs and Lamb wave based SHM system to real in-

service aircraft structure. Hence, many researchers in SHM field have studied the problem 

preliminarily in recent years. The proposed methods can be divided into the following two 

categories. 

1) Many reference free damage monitoring methods are proposed [10-12]. They want to fulfill 

damage estimation directly by using Lamb wave monitoring signals which are independent on 

Lamb wave baseline signals. The basic idea of these methods is that damage induced signals can be 

extracted through Lamb wave monitoring signals by using special sensors placement, advanced 

signal processing methods and Lamb wave modes modulation mechanisms. But the direct wave, 

boundary reflections and multi-modes of Lamb wave signals are often mixed together closely on 

complex structures and almost impossible to be distinguished.  

2) Many researchers conduct studies on data normalization models combining with regression 

analysis, novelty detection and artificial neural network, etc [13-15]. When a set of Lamb wave 

baseline signals in health state of a structure are acquired over a wide range of time-varying 

structural boundary condition, baseline model can be constructed by using their features. Once the 

features of Lamb wave monitoring signals are out of baseline model, the abnormal condition of the 

structure can be detected. These methods are feasible but need further studies. 

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [15] which is frequently used in the field of computer 

science for pattern recognition and classification, is a typical probability statistical model based on 

unsupervised learning to organize itself according to the nature of the input data with complicated 

probability distributions. The random effects produced by time-varying structural boundary 

condition are regarded as mixture probability distributions. Once the GMM shows a cumulative 

progressive trend, the damage can be identified. Banerjee and Qing [17] first attempt implementing 

the GMM to address the problem of progressive crack monitoring under continuous cyclic loading 

condition. In their research, the Lamb wave monitoring signals acquired in the whole process of 

crack growth are divided into many data subsets. The GMM is constructed on each data subset and 

Mahalanobis distance which is considered to be a damage index is used to measure the difference 

between the GMMs. It represents the process of crack growth well in the validation experiments. 

This paper attempts another realization of GMM based damage monitoring method. In which, 

the baseline GMM is constructed on features of Lamb wave signals in health state of a structure, an 

on-line continuous updating GMM is used to learn the dynamic changes of Lamb wave monitoring 

signals. The Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence is used as a degradation index to estimate the 

structural damage by measuring differences between the baseline GMM and the on-line GMM. The 

features of Lamb wave signals are obtained by using damage index calculation and Principle 

Component Analysis (PCA). 

1 DAMAGE INDEX CALCULATION 

In this paper, four kinds of damage index are adopted and shown as following equations from (1) to 

(4), where b(t) and m(t) represent the Lamb wave baseline signal and the Lamb wave monitoring 

signal respectively, where t0 and t1 are the start and stop time corresponding to the selected signal 

time window. 

1) Damage index 1 (DI1) is the time domain cross-correlation shown in Equation (1).  
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Where, μb(t) and μm(t) are the mean value of the signals, σb(t) and σm(t) are the variance of the signals. 

2) Damage index 2 (DI2) is the time domain difference shown in Equation (2) [18].  
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3) Damage index 3 (DI3) is called spectrum magnitude difference shown in Equation (3). 
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Where,    
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m m t e dt   , where ω0 and ω1 are the start and stop 

frequency corresponding to the selected signal spectrum window. 
4) Damage index 4 (DI4) is called frequency domain cross-correlation shown in Equation (4). 
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Till now, many damage indexes are proposed to quantification the difference between the 

Lamb wave baseline signal and the Lamb wave monitoring signal [19]. The damage indexes 

adopted in this paper are not limited to them only.  

These damage indexes still have noises, and the dimension of the feature vector constructed by 

them maybe big to be used as the GMM inputs, especially when more damage indexes are used. 

Due to the dimension reduction and global information preservation capability of PCA, it is used on 

the damage indexes to extract the feature vector composed by principle components.  

2 GMM AND ON-LINE CONTINUOUS UPDATING 

The whole framework of the on-line continuous updating GMM based damage monitoring method 

under time-varying structural boundary condition is shown in Figure 1, which includes two parts, 

namely the baseline GMM and on-line GMM.  

 

Lamb wave baseline signal and 

monitoring signals 

Damage Index 
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(EM Algorithm) 

Lamb wave monitoring signal 

GMM updating 
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Figure 1:  The framework of the on-line continuous updating GMM based damage monitoring method 
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In the baseline GMM part, Lamb wave signals are acquired under time-varying structural 

boundary condition when the structure is in health state. Considering that the first Lamb wave 

signal is the baseline signal and the other Lamb wave signals are the monitoring signals, four kinds 

of damage index which are discussed in section 1 can be obtained by comparing the monitoring 

signals with the baseline signal. The feature vectors are extracted through fusion the four damage 

indexes by PCA to span a feature space of the healthy structure, and then the baseline GMM is 

constructed on the feature space by using Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [15]. The 

principle projection matrix obtained by PCA is kept for calculating the feature vector in the on-line 

GMM part.  

Without loss generation, FVb is denoted as the baseline feature space. Fb=[F1, F2,...., Fd] is set 

to be a d-dimensional random variable and represents a feature vector of FVb. The numbers of 

feature vectors in FVb is k. fb=[f1,f2,..., fd] is a particular outcome of Fb. In this paper, d=2. 

Supposing that Fb follows a finite mixture distribution when its probability density function Фb(f) 

can be written as a finite weighted sum of Gaussian densities Фb
i(f) with mean μb

i and covariance 

matrix Σb
i, the baseline GMM with C Gaussian components can be written as follows. 
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Where wb
i is the mixture weight of i-th Gaussian component and Θb

i is consisting of unknown 

Gaussian distribution parameters μb
i and Σb

i.  Θ
b is the Gaussian distribution parameters μb

 and Σb of 

the baseline GMM. In this paper, the numbers of Gaussian components is set to be C=3. 

The value of Θb
i is calculated by using EM algorithm which is consisted of Expectation 

calculation step (E-step) and Maximum likelihood estimation step (M-step). The initial value of Θb
i 

and wb
i are set first. And then, in E-step, the maximum likelihood of each Gaussian component is 

calculated based on FVb and the K-means algorithm. In M-step, the maximum likelihood of each 

Gaussian component is updated. After multiple iterations between E-step and M-step, the 

optimization value of Θb
i and wb

i are obtained. Finally, the parameters μb
 and Σb of Θb can be 

represented as Equation (6). 
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In the on-line GMM part, the Lamb wave monitoring signal is acquired one by one. When an 

new Lamb wave monitoring signal is acquired, the corresponding feature vector is obtained. And 

then the feature space is updated based on the newly obtained feature vector and an new GMM is 

generated by using the EM algorithm. Finally, the baseline GMM will be used to compare with the 

on-line GMM to obtain the KL divergence. 

The GMM is continuous updating by using the following steps, in which, n (n≥1) denotes the 

monitoring times in this part. 

Step (1), A new feature vector f(n) is generated according to the current acquired Lamb wave 

monitoring signal based on the method mentioned in section 1. 

Step (2), Feature space updating: The old feature space FV(n-1) should be updated  to generate 

new feature space FV(n). Particularly, FV(0) is the baseline feature space FVb. The feature space 

updating rule is called moving update which adds f(n) into FV(n-1) to be the last (newest) feature 

vector and remove the first (oldest) feature vector of FV(n-1). Hence, the numbers of feature 

vectors in feature space FV(n) is still k. 

Step (3), An new GMM denoted as Фn and shown in Equation (7) is constructed on the feature 

space FV(n) by using EM algorithm.  
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Where Θn is the Gaussian distribution parameters μn
 and Σn, and wn

i is the mixture weight of i-th 

Gaussian component of the current on-line GMM Фn. 
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Step (4), the degradation index calculation: The degradation index denoted as DKL(n) is 

calculated by measuring the difference between the baseline GMM and the on-line GMM 

combining with the KL-divergence. And then, go back to step (1) to continuously update the on-line 

GMM again when an new Lamb wave monitoring signal is acquired and set n=n+1. 

The similarity between the baseline GMM and the on-line GMM can be used to estimate the 

degradation state of the structure caused by damage. There are many methods which can be used to 

measure the similarity or distance between two probability distributions. The KL divergence, which 

is usually used to measure the difference between two probability distributions in information 

theory, is adopted in this paper and is represented as Equation (8). 
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There should be noted that it is not to estimate the damage size from the degradation index. It 

is only used to understand the change trend of the difference between the on-line GMM and the 

baseline GMM companying with the growth of the damage. 

3 VALIDATION EXPERIMENT OF THE METHOD 

The validation experiment is performed on an aircraft steel main beam shown in Figure 2. There are 

many beam bolts, which are used to connect the beam with wing skin, distribute on the beam edge 

zone 1 in equal interval distance. The bolts numbered 1 to 5 are considered in the experiment.   
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Figure 2:  The aircraft main beam and PZTs placement 

The inner space of the aircraft structure in the side on the flight direction of the main beam is 

very small. No sensors can be placed in it and the NDT is hard to be applied.  But the edge crack of 

the bolt hole is the main damage form of the aircraft structure. The sensors can only be placed on 
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the opposite side of the flight direction of the main beam.  Hence, three PZTs are placed on the 

beam edge zone 2, but PZT 1 and PZT 3, which are set to be actuator and sensor respectively, are 

only used in the experiment. The thickness of zone 1 and zone 2 are 20.8mm and 9.70 mm, 

respectively. 

The time-varying structural boundary condition is introduced through loosing the bolts in 

different degree manually. The edge crack of bolt hole 3 is produced by wire-electrode cutting. The 

experiment is used to validate the crack growth monitoring ability of the method under the time-

varying changes in the tightness degree of the bolts. 

The integrated multi-channel scanning system developed by the authors [20] is adopted to be 

the Lamb wave excitation and acquisition system in this experiment. The central frequency of five-

peak wave excitation signal is 200kHz and the sampling rate is 10M samples/s. 

In the baseline GMM part, the Lamb wave signals are acquired in the following steps. Step (1): 

Acquire Lamb wave baseline signal when all the bolts are tight. Step (2): Loose one bolt and 

acquire a Lamb wave monitoring signal, and then, fasten the bolt and acquire a Lamb wave 

monitoring signal. Repeat this process on each bolt respectively. Step (3): Repeat step (2) two times. 

There totally 31 Lamb wave monitoring signals are acquired.  

In the on-line GMM part, the Lamb wave monitoring signals are acquired in the following 

steps. Step (1) : Repeat the step (2) in the baseline GMM part two times. Step (2) : Remove bolt 3 

and produce a crack of 1mm length at the hole edge. And then, fasten bolt 3. Step (3) : Repeat the 

step (1). Step (4) : Remove bolt 3 and extend the crack length to 2mm. And then, fasten bolt 3. Step 

(5) : Repeat the step (1). Step (6) : Remove bolt 3 and extend the crack length to 3mm. And then, 

fasten bolt 3. Step (7) : Repeat the step (1). There totally 80 Lamb wave monitoring signals are 

acquired. They are used to update the on-line GMM continuously one by one. 

Figure 3 (a) gives out a typical signal comparison between the Lamb wave monitoring signals 

and the Lamb wave baseline signal. It first indicates that the boundary reflections, crack reflections 

and A0 mode are mixed together. Second, the difference between the baseline signal and the 

monitoring signal caused by crack is mixed into the difference caused by bolt loosening. In 

traditional damage index based methods, a damage threshold is often predefined. When the value of 

damage index exceeds the threshold, the damage occurrence can be determined. These methods 

perform well in laboratory static structural boundary condition, but the crack growth are hard to be 

recognized directly because of the damage indexes random variations which are mainly caused by 

the time-varying structural boundary condition shown in Figure 3(b). 

The feature vectors corresponding to the first 30 Lamb wave monitoring signals obtained by 

PCA are used to build a two-dimensional feature space and the baseline GMM constructed on the 

feature space is shown in Figure 4(a). The baseline GMM contains three Gaussian components and 

the feature space is covered by it. 
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(a) Typical signals comparison                                          (b) The four damage indexes 

Figure 3:  Typical signals comparison and the damage indexes of Lamb wave monitoring signals 
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Figure 4:  The comparison between the baseline GMM and the on-line GMM No.50 
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Figure 5: The results of KL divergence degradation index 

The obtained on-line GMM No.50 when the crack length is 2mm, is shown in Figure 4(b), 

which indicates that the three Gaussian components have seriously drift from the original position 

because of the damage. The final results of the KL divergence are shown in Figure 5 which 

represents the crack growth well under the time-varying structural boundary condition. When the 

structure is in health state, the random variations of the structural boundary condition make little 

influence on the KL divergence. But when a progressive damage is generated and extended, the KL 

divergence shows a cumulative increasing trend. 

CONCLUSION 

An on-line continuous updating GMM is proposed to fulfill the damage monitoring under time-

varying structural boundary condition. The feature vectors which are used to construct the GMM 

are obtained by PCA based on the four damage indexes. The GMM is updated on-line by feature 

vectors of the Lamb wave monitoring signals one by one. The KL-divergence is used as a 

degradation index to measure the difference between the on-line GMM and the baseline GMM to 

present the damage monitoring results. The results of the validation experiment performed on an 

aircraft steel beam show that the on-line continuous GMM can identify the cumulative increasing 

trend caused by the crack growth.  
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